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Preface

Chantal’s images of Somaliland present fascinating and absorbing visual moments
about the life, travails, and unknown destiny of a distant place that few people
are familiar with. The images murmur quietly with an agitation and resolve. They
speak to an inherent patience and persistence in a land, Somaliland, which has
been struggling to establish a recognized independence from the calamitous and
apocalyptic realities of greater Somalia.
Chantal’s pictures - the delicate portraits of people which channel so well the complexity of personality, the images showing details of interiors and rooms that are
still inhabited by the presence, thoughts, and memories of those who were once
there, and the bigger views of space, monuments, crossroads, and land - suggest
and articulate an atmosphere that movingly creates a series of visual landscapes
that address the issues of identity.
When the photographs are seen in the context of this book, in which they are brilliantly juxtaposed to the Jamhuuriya newspaper publications of the same images,
we confront the remarkable range, impact and fascinating sensibility and poetry
of the photographs, their intrinsic ability and evolving potential to stimulate and
compel emotion, to question meaning and idea, and to raise issues and considerations of purpose and significance. Chantal addresses these themes with a
wonderful subtlety and aesthetic that charges her images with a mysterious and
delicate potency and curiosity that beckons the viewer beyond the frame.
These images are windows to another world, thresholds to cross in order to enter
the story of a place called Somaliland.
James Wellford (Senior Photo Editor Newsweek), September 2012

Hargeisa, capital of Somaliland, 2009
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A constitution, an elected government, an operational justice system, a head of
state, a national flag, currency, passports – at first glance, these republican pillars
could describe any well-established democracy in the world. Nothing strikes you
as unusual, until you realize the region you are looking at is the Horn of Africa,
and the democratic system in question is Somaliland.
Very few people have heard of Somaliland. Situated in the Horn of Africa, the nation
– and its 3.5 million inhabitants – borders Somalia, Djibouti and Ethiopia. A former
British protectorate, Somaliland was independent for a few days in 1960, before
uniting with former Italian Somaliland to form the Somali Republic. After seizing
power through a military coup in 1969, the Somali dictator Siad Barre embarked
on two decades of massacres against the people of Somaliland, killing more than
50,000. One such attack, Barre’s 1988 bombing of Somaliland’s capital Hargeisa,
eradicated thousands and, along with other events, led to the Somali Civil War
and Somaliland’s battle for independence. When the Somali central government
collapsed in 1991 the local Somaliland government, led by the Somali National
Movement (SNM), declared independence from the rest of Somalia and started
to build a fragile democracy within the world’s most volatile region.
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It has been fighting for international recognition ever since.
Officially still part of Somalia, Somaliland declared itself an independent democratic
republic on May 18, 1991, and started building its nation. Today, Somaliland has
all the mainstays of any “normal” democracy, except that it is situated within, and
officially still part of, a country that has absolutely nothing of the sort: Somalia. One
of the most volatile and violent countries in the world today, Somalia is tarnished by its ongoing civil war, unmatched brutalities and absence of government.
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The Republic of Somaliland is not recognized as an autonomous state by the
United Nations or any other international organization. Yet on May 18, 2011,
Somaliland celebrated the 20th anniversary of its self-proclaimed independence.
Left in legal limbo, it is a ghost republic, a pseudo-state with no official claims to
any title – a democracy against all odds.
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Jamhuuriya
Fatma Ali (l) and Chantal in 2009 at Photo Studio Apollo in Hargeisa,
Somaliland. With the publication of this picture on December 10,
2010 Somaliland newspaper Jamhuuriya launched Chantal’s series of
photographs, focused on Somaliland nation builders. The series, presented in Jamhuuriya from December 17, 2010 through February 21,
2011, evolved into this book.

A journey begins

My fascination with Somaliland started in 2009, when my
Somaliland-born friend Fatma Ali and I travelled to this
democratic enigma within what is essentially a failed state.
In the following two years I documented the Somaliland
people building democratic institutions of governance in
their unrecognized republic.
Fatma and I met in 1999, when I was working on the final
project for my bachelor degree in Social Studies. I directed
a play about refugees sharing their stories; Fatma was one
of them. We became close friends. We often talked about
Somaliland and about the lack of international political
and media attention, and general public awareness of
its story. Eventually we decided to do something to help
change that. I was curious to visit a country that did not
officially exist. What would life in a ghost republic look
like? What would it be like to visit an area within one of
the world’s most hazardous and volatile regions?
I had my doubts about safety, but upon arrival the overwhelming warmth and friendliness of Somaliland’s people
reassured me. The Somalilanders we met were eager to
share their story, posing for my pictures - even in Sheikh
Isaaq’s tomb in Maid, a holy place no non-Muslim woman
before me had ever set foot in.
Fatma was my liaison; we spent time with her family and
were welcomed into their homes. Meeting and connecting
with them made our journey intimate and personal.

We travelled throughout the country. In the rural areas of
Somaliland the remnants of the civil war were still visible
and raw. By contrast, Hargeisa was a city under construction, working to erase the scars.
We met Mustafe Sacad Dhinbiil on our second visit to
Somaliland in 2010. Mustafe is the editor in chief for
Jamhuuriya, a privately owned daily Somaliland newspaper covering local and national news in Somali since 1991.
Jamhuuriya covered this project, publishing my photographs from December 17, 2010 through February 21,
2011 in a total of 20 publications to celebrate Somaliland’s
20th anniversary. I am grateful for the collaboration with
Jamhuuriya, which not only added a local dimension to
this international project but also gave me the opportunity
to share my images with the people of Somaliland.
The original Jamhuuriya publications included in this
book are tangible - physical testimonies to the existence
of a nation that has no internationally recognized form.
They add to the few things that make this ghost republic
visible, connecting its people to the outside world.
Ghost republic Somaliland: Democracy against all odds
is a photo document focused on the Somalilanders who
are organizing, maintaining and governing a nation that
is effectively cut off from the rest of the world.
Chantal Heijnen, September 2012
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PART 1
A NATION IN IMAGES
Officially still part of Somalia,
and not recognized by any other
government or international
organization, this semi-autonomous
state in East Africa is run peacefully
by its committed nation builders a budding democracy against all odds.

Official Passport and flag of the Republic of Somaliland
Photo left - That Somaliland is not recognized as an independent state by
the United Nations, or any other country, poses an unusual problem for
its citizens: no international destination acknowledges the Somaliland
passport. Citizens need a Somali passport to travel anywhere outside of
Somaliland. Aside from its limited utility, the fee of 900,000 Somaliland
shillings (roughly 150 US dollars) makes the passport a coveted luxury
most Somalilanders can only dream to ever afford. The happy few who
do possess a Somaliland passport treasure it as a symbol of their country’s independence.
Photo right - Somaliland’s declaration of independence in 1991 sparked the many murals at Liberty Garden in Hargeisa. Today they serve
as vivid reminders of the civil war, the people’s struggle and suffering,
and the hope for better times. Liberty Garden, or Beerta Xurriada, is
the capital’s number one assembly point for rallies, protests, festivities
and presidential speeches alike, its central square a tableau vivant of
murals to come.

“Somaliland has gone a long way
towards building security and
developing democratic institutions
of governance. [...] While much
of south/central Somalia remains
mired in chaos and bloodshed,
Somaliland has built a hard-won
peace that it has now maintained
for more than a decade. That peace
has sheltered Somalilanders from
the horrific abuses that have
destroyed so many lives across
Somalia.”
Human Rights Watch, “Hostages to Peace”
July 2009

Birth of a Constitution, Borama

The Bank of Somaliland, Hargeisa

A teacher surveys a classroom in Sheikh Ali Jahar Secondary School in
Borama. The Somalialand National Charter – the country’s first main
Constitutional document of independence – was written and signed in the
secondary school in 1993. This prototype was followed by Somaliland’s
first Constitution, adopted in Hargeisa in 1997. Having witnessed the
birth of his nation’s Constitution first-hand as part of the Conference
designing the Charter, the teacher points out all the rooms and areas
where they gathered – sometimes for days at a stretch, he recollects
with visible pride.

A potent symbol of any state’s independence, the first banknotes and
coins of the Somaliland shilling, Somaliland’s own currency, were issued
in 1994 by the Central Bank of Somaliland. Considered a symbol of the
dreaded Said Barre regime, Somaliland ceased to accept the Somali
shilling as legal tender on January 31, 1995.

<<

>>
As former Director of Somaliland’s central bank, Abdi Rahman Du’ale
Mahamoud’s main concern was the stabilization of the Somaliland
shilling, a feat yet to be achieved. In the first quarter of 2012 the official
exchange rate of the central bank was 6,000 shillings per US dollar; on
city street corners high-rises of shilling notes are meticulously stacked
by informal cash converters trading shillings for dollars and vice versa.
>> >>

Mayor of Erigavo
Mayor Ismail Haiji Nuur explains that Somaliland does not have the
capital, equipment or technologies to build the infrastructure needed to
connect its larger cities, or to sustain its expanding populace. To reach
Erigavo from Hargeisa requires a two-day trek through the desert, on
dirt tracks - the dusty remnants of a road constructed by the British to
suit trucks during World War II.
One of the three larger cities in north-east Somaliland, with a rapidly
expanding population of 180,000, Erigavo is the seat of increasingly
vibrant enterprises in the form of non-governmental organizations
(NGOs). Local NGOs are an integral part of the grassroots operations
that are building Somaliland. Until international governments recognize
Somaliland as an independent state, international NGOs are the only
form of international acknowledgment.
>>

Hargeisa Supreme and Constitutional Court

Monument, Hargeisa

The justices of the Supreme Court – the country’s highest judicial institution – also make up the Somaliland Constitutional Court, which deals
exclusively with constitutional matters. In 2008, suicide bombings in
Hargeisa killed 30 people in the city and caused part of the court’s roof
to collapse. No groups have taken responsibility for the attacks, which
many consider to be aimed at Somaliland’s nationhood and the institutions representing the fledgling new state. The court lacks the funds
to repair the building, or even to acquire official robes. Until a promised
international shipment arrives the judge wears informal attire.

Numerous monuments have been erected throughout Somaliland since
1991. This Somali army jet was placed in the heart of Somaliland’s capital
Hargeisa in memory of the 1988 bombing by the dictatorial Siad Barre
regime which killed thousands of civilians. When the Somali central
government collapsed in 1991, the Somaliland government - formed by
the all-encompassing traditional Somali council of clan elders (guurti)
led by the Somali National Movement (SNM) - declared independence
from Somalia.
>>

<<

Presidents of Somaliland
Since its self-declared independency on May 18, 1991, Somaliland has
elected four presidents and built what Human Rights Watch has called
“a hard-won peace that […] has sheltered Somalilanders from the horrific abuses that have destroyed so many lives across Somalia.”
Somaliland currently has three political parties: the United Peoples’
Democratic Party (UDUB), the Peace, Unity, and Development Party
(Kulmiye), and the For Justice and Development Party. The Somaliland
Constitution allows a maximum of three political parties. Parties defined
by religion or clan are barred; however, all three parties are closely affiliated with a clan.
From left to right
2010 – Today
President Ahmed Mohamed Mohamud Silanyo (Kulmiye)
2002 – 2010
Former President H.E Dahir Rayaale Kahin (UDUB)
1993 – 2002
Former President Muhammad Haji Ibrahim Egal (SNM/UDUB)
1991 – 1993
Former President Abdirahman Ahmed Ali Tuur (SNM)

Member of the Somali National Movement (SNM)
As a former soldier in the Somali National Movement (SNM) army,
Achmed Nuur personally fought for Somaliland’s independence. In the
aftermath of the 2008 suicide bombings on Hargeisa Nuur began work as
a security guard escorting foreign travellers in Somaliland, a precaution
mandated by the Somaliland government to guarantee the safety of its
visitors. Ahmed accompanied Chantal and Fatma during their first trip
through Somaliland in 2009.
>>
A mural adorns a wall surrounding a police station in Burao, home to
the 1991 Somaliland Communities Conference. Unprecedented in its
scope, traditional leaders of all the communities of the six regions of
Somaliland attended the conference. This inclusive gathering of tribes
spoke realistically to the possibility of a unified Somaliland. Burao is
Somaliland’s second largest city: booming economically with approximately 400,000 inhabitants, it holds a romantic allure over Somalilanders
from rural areas. Like the other cities in the northern part of the country,
Burao has been rebuilt with limited outside aid.
>> >>

TV Hargeisa
True democracy is unthinkable without freedom of expression and the
press. Like all fundamental cornerstones of democracy, those freedoms
are fragile by their very nature, and all too easily tread upon. Freedom
of expression has been stipulated in the Somaliland Constitution; however, like in any established democracy, protecting and enforcing that
freedom is a complicated and delicate work in progress. The National
Union of Somali Journalists (NUSOJ) closely monitors the press freedom conditions in Somaliland - including here, at one of the recording
studios of Somaliland’s National TV station, TV Hargeisa.
<<
Editors at TV Hargeisa work on programs for the government-controlled
national station. Launched in 2000, reporters broadcast daily from 6PM
to midnight. In 2012, Somaliland supports three television stations in
Hargeisa and two international Somali stations located elsewhere in
Somaliland. With no infrastructure in place, it is difficult for Hargeisa-based
newspapers to reach the villages. Satellite television has given people
in rural areas the kind of media access that was previously unthinkable.
>>

Tomb of ancestors
Daylight finds its way to a caretaker inside the tomb of Sheikh Isaaq
in Maid. A small coastal village is all that remains today of Maid, the
region’s former main seaport that once bordered the Gulf of Eden in
north-east Somaliland. The architectural beauty of the tomb indicates
the importance of its eternal tenant. Sheikh Isaaq from Arabia, one of
the Prophet Muhammad’s early descendants, is considered to be the
founding father of the Isaaq clan in the 12th/13th century. Four of the
sheikh’s sons are laid to rest in the tomb with him, as are the two Arabic
architects who designed the structure - a tribute to their craftsmanship
reminiscent of the pharaohs of ancient Egypt.
<<
In the increasingly arid inland region around Maid the tomb of another
clan ancestor, Sheikh Issa, is a holy place. The white of its dome, reflected
by the sun, serves as a bright beacon for weary pilgrims. The Issa clan
is one of the four major clans of Somaliland. Isaaq is the largest of the
four, followed by the Harti, Samaroon and Issa clan.
>>

Minister of Planning
Photo left - The view over Hargeisa, a city nearly destroyed by the civil
war that led to Somaliland’s independence, is pictured. Since 1991
Hargeisa has picked itself up and dusted itself off, undergoing a significant facelift. Most of the devastated homes have been rebuilt and are
in better condition than before the war. In the nomadic Naasa Hablood
hills - on the outskirts of the city that has risen like a phoenix from its
own ashes - hide the Laas Geel caves and some of the earliest known
cave paintings in the Horn of Africa. Out here, a wide backdrop of countryside, where nomads graze their livestock and wild antelopes roam,
replaces the bustle of the city.
Photo right - Dr. Sa’ad Ali Shire, Minister of Planning, poses for a picture at
his home in Hargeisa. Shire, born in Burao, is one of many Somalilanders
who returned to their homeland after living abroad in order to help
rebuild Somaliland. Before returning to Somaliland Shire ran Dahabshiil,
the UK’s biggest Somali money transfer company.

Erigavo General Hospital

Radio Hargeisa

Khadra Mohamed Abdi Hassan is a nurse at the General Hospital in
Erigavo, one of the city’s two hospitals. Until 2009, Erigavo General
Hospital was the only medical facility in the entire Sanaaq region and
its surrounding areas. Somaliland has some of the best doctors in the
region as most medical professionals have either trained abroad or had
extensive experience in Mogadishu hospitals during the civil war. In
stark contrast to the quality of its doctors, however, Somaliland’s health
care system ranks among the worst in the world. The Siad Barre regime
constructed many new hospitals in Mogadishu from the 1960s to 1991
and outfitted them with state-of-the-art equipment. The regime deliberately disregarded the remaining parts of Somalia, including Somaliland,
leaving the hospitals dramatically underequipped.

Radio Hargeisa’s studio was completely destroyed by the bombings in
1988. During the remaining years of Somaliland’s independence war
with Somalia Radio Hargeisa was unable to broadcast. The Somaliland
National Movement (SNM) thus built its own pirate radio station in May
1989. Broadcasting from a bunker in Hargeisa, the station reached the
Somaliland people. In January 1991, four months before the end of the
war and a declaration of independence, the Somaliland station was
renamed Radio Hargeisa.

<<

>>
Newsreaders present live news from the studio of Radio Hargeisa. In 2000
the Somaliland Government rebuilt the radio station. Radio Hargeisa is
currently the only radio station in Somaliland, broadcasting ten hours a
day in Somali, English, Arabic and Amhari. Broadcast media, especially
radio, is the primary source of news and information for the population
since a majority (55 percent) of Somalilanders is still illiterate.
>> >>

King’s Meeting

Burao Police Station

As per annual local tradition, members of Abdi Hamud meet with their
king in the village of Hamaas, a small town near Maid. Abdi Hamud
is a small faction of the Isaaq clan. With a total population estimated
between 2 to 3 million, the Isaaq clan dominates the population of the
five major cities of Somaliland: Hargeisa, Burao, Berbera, Erigavo and
Gabiley. Although Somaliland tribes are traditionally animal-grazing
nomads, the Isaaq are famous for their historical trading links with Arabia
and India. In the rural areas outside Erigavo farmers are able to grow
enough corn, potatoes and limes to feed themselves and their families.

Abdirahman Libaan Fohle, head of police in Burao in 2009 and former
member of the Somali National Movement (SNM) army, sits behind
his desk; a Somaliland flag adorns his sparsely furnished office. Today
(2012), Fohle is the deputy police commissioner of Somaliland. The
Somaliland Police Force is part of Somaliland’s internal security forces,
subordinate to the military.

<<

>>
Weeds overgrow former army barracks in Burao. The barracks, like many
buildings in Burao, sustained heavy damage during Somaliland’s fight
for independence. Structures like this one, riddled with bullet holes and
in various stages of disrepair, stand throughout the city as silent witnesses of the cumulative damage incurred by years of war.
>> >>

Amoud University, Borama
Photo left - Amoud University in Borama was the first university to open
in Somaliland after Somaliland’s declaration of independence. This
community-owned, non-governmental national university opened in
1997, and has since been an advocate for inter-tribal communication
and community. In 2009 approximately 3,000 students were enrolled
in the university. Amoud University produced its first proud graduates
in July 2003.
Photo right - Prof. Sulaiman Ahmed Gulaid, president of Amoud University,
celebrated the launch of the Amoud University Alumni Association in
October 2011. Amoud University is now one of the top-100 universities in
Africa. One day a week Maxamed Xaashi Dhamac ‘Gaarriye’, universally
regarded as one of the country’s most important - and most politically
engaged - poets, delivers a lecture on Somali literature at the university.

Burao International Airport

Primary School Tawakal in Hargeisa

Burao International Airport is the largest of three airports of Somaliland,
the other two being Egal International Airport in Hargeisa and the airport
of Berbera. Lack of asphalting on the runway does not prevent flights
taking off to their international destinations in Ethiopia, Djibouti and
Dubai. Somaliland’s Daallo Airlines, established in 1991 and headquartered in Dubai, began operations with one Cessna aircraft.
The 13,582 foot runway of Berbera Airport is one of the longest on the
African continent. Built by the former Soviet Union in the mid-1970s, the
runway is a fine example of Cold War architecture that served to counter
the United States military presence in the region. In today’s fleet Soviet
Ilyushin IL-18s amicably flank American Boeing 737s.

Mohamed Abdiqani teaches at the Tawakal School in Hargeisa’s Mohamed
Mooge district, a notoriously poor and disadvantaged settlement of former
refugees who fled Somaliland during the war. These “returnees” made
their way back home after Somaliland declared its independence, only
to find their homes and possessions destroyed or ravaged. International
NGOs and the Somaliland diaspora currently fund the Tawakal School.
In and around Hargeisa several state-run and privately owned nurseries,
primary and secondary schools can be found.

<< <<
An immigration officer stands at a counter at Burao International Airport.
To enter the Republic of Somaliland all foreign travellers, except ethnic
Somalis, need an official Somaliland visa. Few Somaliland nationals can
afford air travel; an airport in Erigavo recently closed its gates for lack
of passengers on domestic flights. With no money for air travel and no
proper road infrastructure in place, the majority of Somalilanders are at
the mercy of public transport, making any trip from one city to another
a slow and bumpy tour de force at best.
<<

>>
Children study at the Tawakal School. In Somaliland, the number of
children enrolled in primary and secondary schools has risen exponentially since 1991 (from 1,019 in 1991 to 45,223 in 2009), pushing the
literacy rate up from 20 to 45 percent over the last 10 years. By 2015,
the Somaliland government aims to achieve a 75 percent literacy rate.
>> >>

Seaport of Berbera
Axmed Yuusuf Dirir, Executive Director of the Berbera seaport, is in
charge of all export and import in the harbor. Berbera’s main exports are
sheep, camels and myrrh, with the main markets for exports in Yemen and
Saudi Arabia. Livestock has traditionally been at the heart of Somaliland
culture and the Somaliland economy; the 2.8 million live animals that
Somaliland exported from Berbera in 1997 represents the largest number
of animals exported from a single port in the world that year.
>>
Berbera, the former capital of Somaliland, has been the main commercial
seaport of Somaliland since its completion in 1962. Livestock exports
makes up approximately 65 percent of Somaliland’s gross domestic
product. It plays a major role in the Somaliland economy as a source of
employment, income, foreign exchange, government revenues and food
imports. A gateway to Ethiopia, its strategic location next to international oil shipping lanes means Berbera is a booming seaport. It boasts
the only sheltered harbor on the south side of the Gulf of Aden.
>> >>

PART 2
A NATION IN WORDS
Since its inception in 1991,
Somaliland’s newspaper Jamhuuriya
has provided Hargeisa’s residents
with local and national news a tangible testimony to the
existence of a nation that has no
internationally recognized form.

“I write these words and send them to you
To let you know that we live through language.
Without it - deformity, ugliness, illness;
Without it - no anchor for culture; without it
No making of maps, no naming of nations.”
Maxamed Xaashi Dhamac ‘Gaarriye’
from the poem “A to Z”

On the inside, looking out
Mustafe Sacad Dhinbiil

We have been witnessing the situation in Somalia, where
there is so much war and the people are so divided.
Somaliland succeeded in getting the clans together in
such a short time, in bringing people together and trying
to put their differences aside and start anew. And we
did it. We built a nation for the people and by the people,
in a nationwide grassroots effort. Grassroots operations
made Somaliland the country it is today. 97 percent of the
Somaliland people - from all regions, and all clans - voted
for the Constitution. We are doing this together.

I was born, raised, and educated in Hargeisa, and have lived
there most of my life. When I was born in 1978, the Siad
Barre regime had been in place for almost ten years and
its atrocities could be seen everywhere in the country - especially in the northern region, known today as Somaliland.
In the early 1980s, a group of armed officers from the Isaaq
clan decided to fight back against the government. They
established the Somali National Movement (SNM), and
the civil war was a fact. When the war between the regime
and the SNM freedom fighters reached a violent peak in
1988, my family and I fled from Somaliland to neighboring
Ethiopia - like most of our 300,000 fellow refugees from
the Isaaq clan. My father, a local businessman, was not
a direct threat to the regime and had nothing to do with
SNM, but the regime was hunting, retaining and executing
members of the Isaaq clan, so we fled.
It took us almost two months to reach an Ethiopian refugee camp close to the border. I was 11 years old. I was very
aware of the civil war that was going on, and of Siad Barre’s
campaign of terror unfolding in Hargeisa and Burao and
Erigavo, cities that were mostly populated by Isaaq clan. It
felt very unreal, leaving my country, being a refugee. It was
a difficult time for us all. We lost most of our belongings;
we reached the camp nearly empty-handed. There were
so many refugees there, and so many people lost their
lives on the way to Ethiopia. We had left Hargeisa with five

families in a huge group, and we were bombarded by aircrafts on two different occasions. By the time we reached
Ethiopia we had nothing left. I remember the heavy rains
when we arrived at the camp, which had no shelter. They
lasted for three days. My grandmother nearly died, it was
horrible. We moved into a small tent in the camp and
stayed in Ethiopia until early 1992. I remember the stories
going round the camp about the horrors the Isaaq people
were subjected to.
We returned to Somaliland after the Siad Barre regime
had fallen and independence had been declared. When
we returned to Hargeisa we found our house completely
destroyed and ransacked. We had to start from scratch,
like most of the people returning from the refugee camps.
After the regime had fallen, it was essential for the people of
Somaliland to start a new era, one in which Somalilanders
would not be divided by clans. After Somaliland declared
independence we started putting everything in order to
begin that process. First of all, a traditional leaders’ conference was held in Burao, where crimes that were inflicted
during the struggle and the years that preceded the civil
war were forgiven. That is why nobody was accused of
crimes against humanity, genocide, or war crimes within
the communities of Somaliland. Getting the clans together - including those who had sided with the Siad Barre
regime - has been my country’s biggest success so far.

And so a new era began for the people of Somaliland. In
1994 Muhammad Haji Ibrahim Egal, the second president
of Somaliland, began what is regarded in Somaliland as
a milestone in modern Somaliland history: the demobilization of the SNM forces and the clan militia, who were
armed to the teeth. This was not an easy task. The government did not have any resources to make it happen.
International organizations and even the United Nations
seemed reluctant to provide any assistance. But we made
it work. We succeeded where many other countries with
full international backing have failed. We have been building a democratic country with democratic elections.
Somaliland has been holding multi-party presidential,
local and parliamentary elections with opposition parties
always accepting the outcomes. Our elections have been
hailed as democratic successes by international observers
who were present. This country is enjoying its freedom and
democracy. Infrastructures are improving both in capacity,
quantity and quality. Civil societies and their activists are
in the limelight. Women’s participation has increased in all
fields. Youths, who make up the majority of the population,
have successfully lobbied for the decrease of election age
for municipalities from 35 to 25 years.
We celebrated 20 years of independence last year. We have
achieved so many things. We figured that, once we had
accomplished independence, the international community
would recognize us as a country. Since our independence
we’ve had four elections; we have a functioning government that started from scratch, without any international
help. We thought that the world would welcome us. But it
does not. All the attention of the international community
is focused on Somalia, where there is violence, chaos and
extremism, but no solutions. At this point, convincing the
outside world to recognize us is the biggest challenge for

Somaliland. The international bodies are forming transitional governments in Somalia; high officials have pushed
Somaliland to partake in international conferences as part
of Somalia. The advantage of participating would be that
the outside world - the West, the United States, the United
Nations - may see what has been going on in Somaliland.
It could be a step closer to international recognition as a
country. The biggest risk is the fact that these conferences
are designed to bring Somalis together. And if the outside
world keeps putting Somaliland in the Somalia box, everything will have been for nothing. Everything we have been
working for in the past decades will be ruined.
I became a journalist for Jamhuuriya in 1996 and I have
worked there ever since. I heard about Chantal’s project
in 2010, when she and Fatma were on their second visit
to Somaliland. They came to my office, told me about
the project and the way they had designed it to portray
Somaliland’s nation builders, and I immediately knew
I wanted to support it. I really admired the concept, so
I did whatever I could do to contribute to their project.
Somaliland, as an independent sovereign and separate
state that has no international recognition yet, has such a
unique history. My hope is that this country will continue
to write history as an internationally recognized nation that
is more democratic than many democratic states today.
Mustafe Sacad Dhinbiil (Editor in Chief Jamhuuriya),
September 2012

On the outside, looking in
Fatma Ali

its independence on May 18, 1991. As we were doing the
radio report I was touched by the stories people told us
about the complicated circumstances they were dealing
with. That was the moment I started feeling the need to
know more about Somaliland and my roots.
I started asking questions, talking to my parents about
our ancestry and the reasons we left Somalia back in
1980. The more I learned about Somaliland’s struggle,
the more I talked to people and read about the country’s
history, the more I started to sympathize with the people
of Somaliland. I started to understand why they fought so
hard for their independence.
I met Chantal in 1999, when she was working on her final
project for her bachelor’s degree in Social Studies. I was
one of the featured refugees. For our trip to Somaliland
in 2009 I acted as the liaison.
I was born in 1975 in Burao, part of what was then referred to as the Somali Democratic Republic. My mother,
grandmother, brothers and I moved to Mogadishu when
I was 2. My father was finishing his post-graduate studies in linguistic and language teaching in Scotland at
the time. After he defended his thesis, family in Somalia
advised him not to return to his motherland. At the time,
the dictator Mohamed Siad Barre was unveiling his true
face to the country - and it wasn’t pretty. More and more
people were arrested and faced ever-growing oppression.
My father was particularly at risk because he belonged to
one of the large clans persecuted by the existing regime.
Moreover, being highly educated, he would be by no means
safe. He found a job in the United Arab Emirates (UAE),
and we reunited there as a family in 1981. My grandmother
preferred to stay in Mogadishu. Our family was lucky to
get out of there when we did.
We lived a happy life in the UAE, until Siad Barre bombed several cities in the former British Somaliland area in
1988. With no official refugee policy in place, the UAE
government feared an uncontrollable flood of undocumented immigrants to the country. My father was told that
he could stay on his work visa, but the UAE government
ceased issuing dependent visas after the bombardments.
Visas for my mother, my brothers and I were not extended,
and we had to leave the country in the summer of 1989.

My parents told us we were going on vacation. For the
longest time, I believed that our departure from the UAE
was voluntary. I didn’t realize we were in exile until a girl
at a Dutch center for asylum seekers we initially arrived at
called me a refugee. I guess I lived a fairly sheltered life as
a child. My parents never talked to us about politics, the
situation in Somaliland or how they worried.
I still wasn’t really aware of the struggle going on in my
country of birth, and I didn’t feel strongly about what little I did know about the strange position Somaliland was
in. Somaliland’s fight for independence and international
recognition was hardly getting any serious international
media or political attention at the time. I finished high
school in The Netherlands. I was living my life and becoming a Dutch citizen. I had been raised bilingual, in Arabic
and Somali. I felt more comfortable speaking Arabic, but
around 1996, when I wanted to start working as an interpreter I really acquainted myself in-depth with my native
Somali language until I became fluent once more.
The first time I returned to Burao was in the summer of
1998, when a friend and I were sent there on assignment for
IKON, a Dutch radio and television station. I hadn’t seen
the city of my birth since I was 2 years old, and a lot had
changed since then. Burao was now part of Somaliland,
this little sovereign state that had unilaterally declared

I had gone back to Somaliland for a second time in 2003
to write an article on refugees returning from refugee
camps in Ethiopia and Djibouti. To be back again in 2009
was pretty emotional for me. The country had grown and
developed in so many ways since the time I first revisited
in 1998. Back then, there were weapons everywhere. You’d
bump your toes on the gun under your seat whenever
you took a taxi. So many buildings and homes had been
damaged or completely destroyed. A sad wind was blowing
through all the open spaces in the city. Over the course
of 11 years I saw the progress, the entrepreneurship, the
refugees returning to their homes to start rebuilding. In
2009, Burao was a metropolis - an African metropolis,
without any comfortable infrastructure, but a metropolis
nonetheless. For a country that has gone unrecognized
in such a difficult region of the world, I think they have
done an incredible job. The people of Somaliland should
be extremely proud of their accomplishment. Seeing what
they were building there made me want to be involved
even more, and it made me want to encourage them, to
tell them how well they were doing. It made me want to
help them, to let them know we were in it together.
I am amazed at the level of democracy Somaliland has
maintained throughout its development. Politicians are
actually trying to listen to their people. They aren’t there
yet, by no means. The building of this nation is a struggle

in its own right. That they are working so hard to establish a functioning democracy should not go unnoticed or
unrewarded. The mere fact that Somaliland is trying to
create a peaceful and stable society in the middle of the
world’s most volatile and violent region justifies international recognition.
Unfortunately, and sadly, the world seems to prefer to focus
on the war and piracy in Somalia rather than on the peace,
stability and development in Somaliland. Violent regions
like Eritrea and South Sudan are recognized internationally
as independent states and benefit from the international
funds that come with recognition. Bloodshed and brute
force seem to pay off more than elections and a budding
economy. I am afraid the Somaliland government and its
people will lose motivation at some point, if they are not
recognized as an independent state. How can they keep
building a democratic nation in that region without any
outside aid? How will they stay motivated when every day
they see international aid and funds going to regions in
Somalia just to prevent them from collapsing even further
into piracy and bribery? Why bother trying to do the right
thing if it doesn’t resonate anywhere? Humans - all humans
- need validation and affirmation for their efforts. People
need a reason to believe. If they lose hope, if there is only
disappointment, they might lose interest in investing in
entrepreneurship and democracy, and start giving in to
things like corruption. I would hate to see that happen!
I have become passionate about this small country and its
people. Its citizens are committed to building a democratic and peaceful nation. It’s time the world wakes up and
gives Somaliland the recognition it deserves.
Fatma Ali, September 2012
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year of independence
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covers Chantal’s project
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1960-1969
July 1, 1960
Somaliland unites with the Trust
Territory of Somalia to form the
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June 26, 2010
Somalilanders elect fourth
and current president,
Ahmed Mohamed
2009
Photographer Chantal Heijnen starts
documenting the nation builders of
Somaliland

July 20, 1961
Somali people ratify new Constitution
1962
Workers complete main commercial
seaport in Berbera

2008
Suicide bombings in Hargeisa kill 30

October 15, 1969
A bodyguard assassinates Somalia’s
President Abdirashid Ali Shermarke

2007
European and African Union take first
cautious steps towards international
acknowledgment of Somaliland
May 16, 2003
The first democratically elected
president of Somaliland, H.E Dahir
Rayaale Kahin, is inaugurated

SIAD BARRE REGIME
1969-1991
October 21, 1969
Major General Mohamed Siad Barre
seizes power in military coup

May 3, 2002
President Muhammad Haji Ibrahim Egal
dies; vice-president H.E Dahir Rayaale
Kahin is appointed head of the nation

1969-1991
Siad Barre regime kills tens of
thousands of regional clan members

February 1997
Approved by an overwhelming majority
of delegates, the Somaliland Communities
conference adopts Somaliland’s first
Constitution
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THE BEGINNING
3000 BC-1888
3000 BC
Laas Geel cave paintings
(between 9000–8000 and 3000 BC),
discovered in 2002
12th/13th century
Formation of the major Somali clans:
Isaaq, Harti, Samaroon and Issa.
Estimated arrival of Sheikh Isaaq from
Arabia, founder of the Isaaq clan

BRITISH SOMALILAND
1888-1960
1888
The British establish British
Somaliland (capital: Berbera) during
the Imperial Partition of Africa
1941
Hargeisa named colonial capital of
British Somaliland
1942
Radio Hargeisa broadcasts first
transmission during WWII
June 26, 1960
Somaliland wins independence
from United Kingdom

3000 BC

January 31, 1995
Somaliland ceases to accept Somali
shilling as legal tender

April 1981
Isaaq dissidents form the Somali
National Movement (SNM) in London

January 2, 1995
Siad Barre dies in Lagos, Nigeria from a
heart attack

1982
The SNM moves its headquarters to
Dire Dawa, Ethiopia

1994
The Central Bank of Somaliland
issues Somaliland currency

1983
The SNM carries out a number of
guerrilla raids against the Siad Barre
regime

1993
Counsel of clan elders in Burao appoints
Muhammad Haji Ibrahim Egal as
Somaliland’s second president
January-May 1993
Legal officials write and sign the first
main Constitutional document of
the independent Somaliland

1988
Siad Barre massacres against the
people of Somaliland lead to Somali
Civil War

November 2, 1991
Jamhuuriya newspaper
launches

1988
Siad Barre bombings of Burao and
Hargeisa kill thousands and destroy
Radio Hargeisa’s studio
May 1989
SNM pirate radio station broadcasts
from a Hargeisa bunker
1990
Commercial and Savings Bank of
Somalia collapses
January 26, 1991
Siad Barre loses power; Somali
central government collapses

1960-1991

INDEPENDENCE
1991-2012
May 18, 1991
The Somaliland government declares
itself the independent Republic of
Somaliland (Somali: Jamhuuriyadda
Soomaaliland)

INDEPENDENCE
1991-2012

1991
Counsel of clan elders in Burao
appoints Abdirahman Ahmed Ali
Tuur Somaliland’s first president
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